Тексты для перевода и освоения новой лексики.
Задание 1: выполнить письменный перевод текста, выучить новую
лексику. Перевод можно выполнить в печатном виде, а можно написать
от руки в тетради.
Travelling becomes more and more popular nowadays. Even ten years ago
we couldn’t expect that we would be able to travel almost everywhere. Millions of
tourists go to different places during the year. It is said that travelling broadens
your mind and it is absolutely true. Even a short trip where you get to know
different people and different cultures may change you completely. It has become a
usual thing, for example, for American graduates from school to have so called
“gap year” when they don’t go to the university but spend the whole year
travelling.
Travelling has become much cheaper now. Thousands of people now decide
not to go to the travel agency but to organize the trip by themselves. They book the
flight and the hotel, organize the entertainment part and enjoy it. While there are
still people who prefer organized expensive voyages, there are people that prefer
low-cost travelling. It is the type of travelling when you find the cheapest tickets
on the plane, travel with your backpack, stay at the host family and have someone
from the local people show you their culture. For many people travelling becomes
the way of living. They spend months and years travelling without coming home
and seeing their family. They work, travel and enjoy their lives.
travelling broadens mind — путешествия расширяют сознание
to become a usual thing — стать привычным / обычным делом
а gap year — пропущенный год, когда школьники пропускают год перед университетом, чтобы
поехать заграницу и найти себя
to go to the travel agency — идти в туристическое агентство
to organize the trip by oneself — организовать путешествие самому
to book the flight / to book the hotel — забронировать билет на самолет / забронировать гостиницу
to prefer organized voyages — предпочитать организованные путешествия a low-cost travelling —
бюджетное путешествие
to go to different places — ездить в разные места

Задание 2: выполнить письменный перевод текста, выучить новую
лексику. Перевод можно выполнить в печатном виде, а можно написать
от руки в тетради.
Travelling is very popular nowadays. A lot of people travel to different
countries if they have such opportunity. Travelling allows you to get interesting
experience, learn about people’s life in other countries and continents. I think it is

very interesting to discover new things, new places and different ways of life.
While on travel, you meet new people, try different meals; see world famous
places with your own eyes.
There are many ways of traveling – by train, by plane, by ship, on foot. If
you want to visit a far country, you’ll definitely choose a flight. If your aim is to
see many countries for a short time, you’ll choose travelling by bus or by car. If
you want to be closer to nature, you may choose a trip on foot.
Lots of people nowadays live in big cities. So it’s natural that they want to
have a holiday by the sea or in mountains with nothing to do but relaxing. There is
other sort of travellers. They want to visit as many countries as possible. So after
exploring Europe and North America they go to exotic countries.
People who travel a lot, are very interesting, they always have a good story
to tell. Thanks to them you can learn many things which you didn’t know before.
They motivate to see something new, to explore the world, which is so easy to do
nowadays. Any kind of travelling helps you to understand many things that you
would never see or learn at home.

